SUSTAINABLE FISHERIES ENTREPRENEURSHIP PROJECT (SFEP)

FACILITATION PROJECTS

190 Iceboxes of 70 litres capacity distributed among the beneficiaries of Rehri and Ibrahim Hyderi villages with the aim to facilitate poor fishermen in improving fish catch storage while at sea. Effectiveness survey is in progress.

50 Toolkits with a set of standard tools such as screwdrivers, spanners, hammer, etc given to selected underprivileged fishermen to help increase engine maintenance efficiency and reduce costs of such maintenance. Effectiveness survey is in progress.

75 Water filters installed in fisher-folk homes with the objective of improving drinking water quality. Current status and effectiveness survey is in progress.

1,500 Children from 9 schools engaged through environmental days celebrations, nature walks, tree plantation, beach cleaning and classroom sessions.

69 Sensitisation and actualisation meetings conducted with an outreach to 2,100 people from the mohallas.

FISHING PROJECTS

280 FISHERMEN TRAINED

20 FISHER GROUPS

12 for men and 8 for women established at the Mohalla/Para level in Rehri and Ibrahim Hyderi villages with an existing membership of 279 members, creating the required institutional foundation.

FISH PACKAGING AND PROCESSING

Women trained and facilitated in kitchen gardening.

CANDLE MAKING
Women trained and enabled in candle making to supplement their household incomes.

KITCHEN GARDENING
Women trained and facilitated in kitchen gardening.

FISH PACKAGING AND PROCESSING
Women are trained with 4 Fish Processing and Packaging Units (FPPUs) established at Maachi and Mirbahar Muhallah in Ibrahim Hyderi.

WOMEN TRAINING PROJECTS

100 Women trained and enabled in candle making to supplement their household incomes.